VMC Aerographics Gloster Gladiator: Building the RC Version Notes.
Motor Used / Suitable:
Used:

4-Max PPOM-2321-2050 with 12-amp Tunigy ESC

Suitable:

‘A’ Type VMC Motor with small 12-amp ESC (Emax ESC is too big)
4-Max PPOM-2314-2400 with 12-amp ESC.

Servos Used / Suitable:
Used:

EMAX ES 9251 II x 4 (Ailerons, Elevator and Rudder).

Suitable:

2.5 – 4grm Servos (8-9grm might t in fuselage) with 2.5-4grm for ailerons.

Plywood control horns for the lower ailerons (part AR3RC), and for the elevator and rudder are supplied in the kit
on Sheet 13.
Ba ery used is Turnigy nano-tech 300mAh 2S 35-70C 7.4V available from HobbyKing and some UK suppliers via
ebay.
Fuselage. Refer to Plan Sheet 3 to build the fuselage and also to build the motor mount to suit the motor chosen.
The ESC was mounted on top of the fuselage frame between formers F2T and F3T as shown in the photograph. A
ba ery box was constructed to suit the 300mAh ba ery and mounted to the front of formers F2B and F3B. This is
accessed from the underside. The underside shee ng between F2B and F3B and each side of K2 was replaced
with balsa block which was carved and sanded to shape before cu ng out the ba ery access hatch (as shown in
the photographs). The inner side of the balsa blocks was relieved before s cking into posi on to allow them to
clear the lower edge of the ba ery box and to allow the ESC to ba ery lead to be accessed.
The undercarriage legs used the supplied wire; however, the moun ng was reinforced with two-part epoxy glue
where is joined the fuselage frame. The same was done for the cabane strut wires where they joined to the
frame.
Wings: Built to plan. Rib R5 was modi ed to allow the top of the servo to t. One moun ng lug on the servo (at
the arm output end) was cut o and the servo was stuck in place. The servo plas c plug was removed to allow
the servo’s lead and connectors to be passed through the lightening holes in the ribs. On the model shown the
each of wire connectors were connected to the Y lead individually and insulated with shrink tubing (dispensing
with the plas c connector holders). Fit the servo with its arm. Ensure that the servo has been set to its mid-point
and tested before s cking into place as there is no room to adjust it a erwards without having to remove it.
Balsa strip was used to reinforce the open part of ribs R5 and also to create the servo output arm slots to provide
a frame for the wing covering to be stuck to. Mylar hinges are used to hinge the ailerons. The upper and lower
ailerons were joined using 18swg wire and 1mm carbon rod with heat shrink tubing and CA to join the wires to
the carbon rod.
Tail Plane, Elevators, Fin and Rudder: Built to plan and hinged using mylar hinges.
Wheels: I found some ‘Super-Light’ plas c and foam wheels on ebay. Just right @ 46mm dia x 9mm thick. I
bushed them with 2mm brass tubing to t onto the 18swg U/C wire. Used the wheel parts provided with the kit
to complete them.
The model is covered in Solar lm Silver Litespan – which is no longer available, but OraLite covering lm will
probably do as well.
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The C of G was set at the plan posi on. Even with the motor and with the ba ery set as forward as possible it
needed 22grms of ballast to achieve the correct C of G. Total ying weight is 210grms (7.4oz) which gives a wing
loading of approximately 10oz per sq.

